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O V E R V I E W :  E V O L U T I O N A R Y S H I F T T O

C O L L E C T I V E I N T E L L I G E N C E

hEn WE STEp BACK froM our MorE loCAlIzEd

cultural narratives, perspectives, world-
views and disciplinary orientations and
dilate our hearts and minds into the
more expansive and inclusive global

space whence our diverse worldviews co-origi-
nate and co-arise, striking new patterns and
insights come into relief that were not accessible
before. When we dilate our rational and spiritu-
al intelligence into the ((Source field)) and gain
access to the long emerging ((logos Code)) that
flows through all our diverse worldviews, reli-
gions, ideologies and cultures we move from
monologue to ((deep dialogue)) and enter this
primal Common ground of deep consensus,
convergence, connectivity and synergy across
and between worlds. is evolutionary crossing
and maturation from cultures of “monologue” to
awakened Cultures of dialogue is the key to the
cultivation of Collective Intelligence.
is deep dialogue literacy, technology and intelli-
gence is what empowers us to rise together in ((Col-
lective Intelligence)) across the deeply entrenched
borders that divide our cultures and worlds. gaining

access to this ((primal logos Code)) through the
rational arts of deep dialogue is thus key to cul-
tivating genuine ((Collective Intelligence)) in
this dilated global light. e ontological medi-
cine of deep dialogue across and between
worlds is vital for cultivating authentic ((Collec-
tive Intelligence)) and tapping the resources of
((global Wisdom)) for our global Age.
Source Intelligence, skills of deep dialogue and
the cultivation of global Consciousness are essen-
tial to the authentic cultivation and embodiment
of Collective Intelligence as we face the evolution-
ary challenges of deep communication and finding
consensus and synergy across borders. us, we
cannot enter ((Collective Intelligence)) within the
divisive, fragmented and polarized spaces of mono-
logue cultures, but must mature as mindful and
awakened humans in the arts of deep dialogue.
We are not egosapiens, but logoSapiens. And it is in
mature dialogue cultures that we humans flourish.
In what follows we shall first take a journey together
into the depths of the long emerging ((Source Code))
to experience how and why this collective global Wis-
dom of the ages calls upon us with highest urgency to
evolve into cultures of deep dialogue. en we shall go
deeper into a meditation on Seven Stages of Deep Dia-
logue – a living blueprint for this perennial Collective
Intelligence as we humans evolve from monologue to
dialogue, from egosapiens to logoSapiens.

P A R T I ~  W H Y D E E P - D I A L O G U E
L I T E R A C Y I S T H E H E A R T O F

C O L L E C T I V E I N T E L L I G E N C E

My lifework as a logician and ontologist has been
focused for fifty years on pioneering deeper pathways
into the primal logic of logos that has been the mov-
ing passion of our most gifted and revered teachers
(first philosophers, logicians, ontologists, awakening
guides…) across the planet and through the ages.
Awakening pioneers such a Buddha, Krishna, Moses,
Jesus, Socrates, lao Tzu… to name a few… have
been calling humanity to go deeper into the primal
Code of logos as our most urgent evolutionary pri-
ority in our maturation as humans, as logoSapiens.
e diverse traditions of first philosophy across the
planet have all been seeking to tap and bring forth
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the primal Code of the field of reality – of at
Which is primal and first – as our ultimate con-
cern in our maturation and flourishing as humans.
e term “first philosophy” comes from Aristotle as
he seeks to tap the Code of Being in recognition that
this is first in the highest sense and all other fields,
disciplines and aspects of human experience and cul-
ture flow from this Code of primary Being. But this
tradition of first philosophy – the Call to What-is-
first – ranges across the planet and through the ages in
our highest and best pioneering teachers: e Call of
yahweh to Abraham and Israel = humanity, the deep
meditations on AuM in the founding of the Science of
yoga at the heart of the Vedas, the historic break-
through of Buddha in breaking the egomental barriers
and moving into the primal field of Emptiness (Sunya-
ta) which is the field of reality and the Space of dhar-
ma (=honor Code: awakened moral compassion), the
encounter of Moses at the Burning Bush (=presence of
Infinite Spirit), the founding of the European tradi-
tion of the quest for logos (the primal Source of
rational light, Speech, Word) by Socrates, plato,
Aristotle… in birthing “philo-Sophia”… love of
Wisdom in the quest to Know y Self… In the
classic birthing of Chinese first philosophy by the
genius of lao Tzu in declaring that the Tao that is
“named” is not the TAo. 
is relentless quest for What-is-first shows up in
Mohamed’s historic encounter with Allah – the first
authentic name in this tradition of “first Script”.
And, of course “Islam” means “surrender to what is
first”. All of hindu Vedic ought turns of deep-
ening the meditative intelligence in the authentic
encounter with primal reality in awakening the
true mature Self. All of the classic sacred Text of
the Gita, for example, is lord Krishna guiding
the fallen egomental “Arjuna” into the transfor-
mative pathways of yoga Science which is Vedic
first philosophy and Technology. And, of
course, the breakthrough teachings of Jesus –
the logos in flesh – passionately suggesting that
the Code of logos must be lIVEd in the first
person and not objectified and “written in
stone”… is another great moment in first phi-
losophy deeply in sync with the global quest for
our authentic encounter with reality, with
What-is-first.
It is no exaggeration to suggest that this perenni-
al gravitation to get the access Code for What is
first is the highest and most urgent concern for
our human enterprise – for our survival, sustain-
ability and both individual and collective flourish-
ing as a human family in our awakening evolu-
tionary journey. e relentless quest of our most
gifted philosophical minds to get the “logic”… the

Code… of this “primal field”… this logos res-
onates on a planetary scale through the ages. So, for
example, the pioneering first philosopher,
descartes, calls his pivotal work “Meditations on
First Philosophy” as he focuses his genius on reach-
ing the ultimate foundations of reality and Con-
sciousness. And in that historic moment when he
reached “I am” after stepping back from the cul-
tural spaces: mental lens, ideologies, disciplines,
logics, narratives and languages that formed his
life, experience and meaning… he crossed into
the Source Code, the Source Script of What-is-
first. And here he accessed and tapped the
same ((Source Code)) of logos that our revered
teachers, enlightened voices, and moral pio-
neers across the planet embodied in their lives:
Socrates, Moses, Buddha, Krishna, Jesus, lao
Tzu, and Mohamed to select some key global
exemplars.
is is the appropriate context to situate my
lifeWork over the decades at the College. My
quest to find the hitherto missing (eclipsed, dis-
placed, repressed, ignored, denied, dreaded…)
primal logic of the Source field that funds all
life, issues forth as reality, the universe, Cos-
mos… took unprecedented breakthroughs over
the past four decades.
is is the unprecedented “global” turn (break-
through, evolutionary advance, maturation, devel-
opment, emergence…) in the quest for the primal
Word (Code, logic, field, ontology…). My life-
long quest to uncover the deeper missing (yet ever
present and presiding) Primal Logic of the Word across
our great philosophical traditions and noble scriptures
led me (called me, attracted me, guided me…) to gain
deeper global access to the emergent Code. e discov-
ery that Moses, Socrates, Buddha, Krishna, Jesus, et al…
were tapping the same ((Source Code))… the same
global logic of logos would be an evolutionary advance
(research breakthrough) of the highest order.
I shall not (and cannot) develop these rich themes here
on this occasion. ese themes have been developed in
my several volumes and countless public performances
over decades. is has also been a primary focus on my
Annual ((reflection on Activities)) over the past decade
and more. I bring this central theme of my research,
scholarship, teaching and community development to
the fore on this occasion because this breakthrough to
the ((primal Code)) is of supreme importance for our
human enterprise, for every aspect of our human con-
dition, and certainly for our rational enterprise and
deepening our ((literacy)) and liberal arts cultures.
let’s pause and ((imagine)) for a moment that such
diverse revered teachers as Moses, Jesus, Buddha,
Socrates, Krishna, lao Tzu are pioneering pathways
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into this ((primal Code of logos)). But once we
access this ((Code)) it is the most Simple, Evident
and obvious insight imaginable… so super simple
and obvious that we cannot (dare not) “see” it. for
once we see that the primal field is, and must be,
Boundless… this ignites a flood of allied Code
Insights that have been seen, corroborated, reaffirmed,
celebrated… in widely diverse contexts by our great
Teachers and Traditions across the planet. e Bound-
less primal field (of reality) is thus Infinite, hence Infi-
nitely one, hence the primal Source of all possible
worlds, words, scripts, narratives, perspectives, religions,
scriptures, cultures, ideologies, disciplines, forms of life.
And most of all… must be Infinitely herenow. is
Infinite primal field of Being (primal Word, Code,
origin, Source, Existence…) CAnnoT be displaced and
pushed aside, even by the mightiest “egosapien”. our
Teachers knew and saw that nothing could be or sur-
vive apart from this ((Source field)) that directly holds
and funds any and ever iota of existence. 
ThIS IS ThE gloBAl Turn. When I use the word “global” as
in global reason, logic, literacy, philosophy, Ethics,
Wisdom…as I do in my diverse publications, perfor-
mances, courses and seminars… this is what I am
bringing forth: “global” as in global logos: indicates
the primal Source Code of all possible worlds and
words and scripts. And the key breakthrough of my
career is pioneering deeper pathways into global
logos, into the global Source Code of all scripts,
narratives, languages, cultures, disciplines and liberal
arts. It is self evident that Source Code MuST BE
“global” in this sense. “god” (Tao, AuM, Christ,
Allah, yahweh, Sunyata, reality, presence…) must
be “global”. Source Word (language, literacy,
Intelligence, reason, logic…) must be “global”.
And here is one key to how I was guided in this
monumental discovery. My early research in
logic and ontology, together with my relentless
quest to discern how we cross diverse worldviews
(cultures, religions, disciplines, ideologies, log-
ics…) led me into the depths of our diverse great
teachings on a global scale. When I encountered
one of my great heroes, Socrates, I saw his pas-
sionate call to logos and the urgency of leaving
the “caves” (uncritical, un-awakened, everyday
cultural life and consciousness) and entering the
rational light as we sought to “Know y Self”. 
When I encountered Buddha’s great teaching –
his enlightened noble truths and onto-medical
diagnosis of the source of human dysfunction and
suffering – I was again deeply moved. When I
encountered Jesus and his urgent call to cross into
Christ field- as the logos in the flesh… I was
deeply stirred. I noticed that Jesus and Socrates were
executed for their “radical” Source Code teachings.

for they challenged their colleagues at the deepest
level- and shook their “foundations”: their world-
view and privileged “script” processing. I noticed
that Jesus, Moses, Buddha, Socrates, Krishna…
were Moral r-Evolutionaries calling us to deeper
encounter with Moral law and Awakened ratio-
nality. But there was no “common ground”, no
common rational grammar yet in place to “dis-
cover” that they were tapping the “same” global
logos Source Code. ere was no “global
logos” yet pioneered and brought to light. My
deep quest to discover how we cross worlds,
how we move rationally (communicate, trans-
late, dialogue and even chronically violate one
another…) across diverse cultures and worlds –
diverse philosophical worlds and traditions and
logics…led me inexorably to the missing glob-
al Source logos funding all possible worlds,
cultures, religions, narratives, disciplines, and
perspectives. 
e continued dominance of the “pre-((Code))”
stage of literacy and mentation in our human
condition across the planet blocked direct access
to the ((Source Code)) hence blocked and neutral-
ized (under-minded) the potent ((rational Awak-
ening Medicine)) of our Source Code Teachers.
We could not ((see)) that Krishna, Buddha, Moses,
Socrates, Jesus, Mohamed, et al were, indeed, tap-
ping the same missing primal Source Code. In fact
this is the simplest ((truth)) imaginable… god and
Allah, and yahweh and Brahman… as holonyms for
((Infinite first)) hAd to “hang out together”. at is
what it means to be ((Infinite first)). ere cannot be
multiple “Infinite firsts”.
only when we truly face and remove these literacy and
mentation blocks and barriers encoded in predominant
literacy practices could we finally ((discern)) the pro-
found cross-links and common source ground across
diverse worlds, religions, scriptures and pioneer teach-
ers. And the essence of my life-long research into the
foundations of logic, language, reason… focused here
on calling out the chronic barriers and bringing into the
((open)) the long-eclipsed ((Code of logos)). We shall
see in a moment why the nature of pre((Code)) literacy
and mental practices inherently fragmented, polarized,
shattered our words, our worlds and our lives and
lodged us in existential crisis and mal praxis.
e more I investigated our great Code pioneers the
more I was led into deeper “global waters”. I had to
dilate my mental lens and tap deeper rational resources
to truly encounter widely diverse first philosophers and
evolutionary elders. As I encountered the profound
first philosophy of hindu Vedic teachings, such as
the teachings of lord Krishna in the great epic Bha-
gavadgita it was strikingly clear that the broken
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“Arjuna” in his imploded life crisis turned to Krishna
(the embodied Voice of AuM) to help him face his
ontological crisis. And lord Krishna’s teaching to
Arjuna (and humanity) of the Science and Art of yoga
is precisely the urgent task of facing the medical source
of his imploded life and trans-habituating his life into
the Integral Technology of Aum Script- AuM Code.
Arjuna (the stand-in for the “normal” egomental human)
had to learn the higher literacy of the AuM Script,
through meditative intelligence (integral Code literacy)
and exit his dysfunctional mental patterns of egomental
life and the dysfunctional culture lodged in “samsara”, the
ontological condition of severance from AuM, the primal
field of reality. ((Aum)) and ((yahweh)) and ((Allah))
and ((Tao)) and ((logoSophia)) are ((holonyms)) of
((Infinite presence)).
What became strikingly clear in my research journey is
that our great Code pioneers across the planet in widely
diverse contexts nevertheless concurred in their onto-
medical diagnosis of human pathology and dysfunction,
and each in diverse ingenious ways opened transforma-
tive pathways into the primal global Code of awak-
ened moral life. Buddha saw that being lodged in ego-
mental life (taking your “self” to be an entity that is
self-sourced) is the medical source of human existen-
tial suffering and his breakthrough to the four glob-
al Truths in simplest terms called on humanity to
break the addiction to egomentalism and ego-based
cultural life and literacy and advance to e dhar-
ma – to surfing the primal field of reality wherein
everything “co-arise” in relational flow. is is
being in-the-zone of Awakened life. Buddha
essential medicine (prescription) was the urgency
of recognizing the pernicious consequences of
/egomentalism/ and the challenging onto-med-
ical rehabilitation of our lives and mental prac-
tices into the Buddha field of Emptiness. is is
where we become liberated from the entrap-
ment in mental mal praxis and shift into
human flourishing. is was his prescription
for all humans lodged in existential suffering.
Whether Socrates calling us to higher rational
light (logos) in leaving the caves of un-awak-
ened life (“Know y Self”; “the unexamined life
is not worth living”), or Jesus calling everyday
folk to “die” to the old ways (sin script) in order
to be “reborn” in the Christ life, or Krishna urg-
ing and guiding Arjuna (humanity) to leave the
“samsara” of pre-awakened consciousness into the
yoga life in AuM… the deep onto-diagnosis of
dysfunctional cultural life in “sin” or “samsara” or
“cave ignorance” is striking. ese sample Code
Teachers recognized that humanity is lodged in
mentation patterns that cut us off from Source Code
and the highest urgent medicine is our facing this

condition and having the courage to shift to awak-
ened and liberated life that comes with conscious
access to the primal Code. gaining awakened access
to the Code of logos is the ontological medicine
for our evolving human condition when encoun-
tered in global light. us, the ((Source Code)) is
always already ever-present ((funding)) = ((sourc-
ing)) us in every way, yet we remain self-eclipsed
from ((direct access)) by our /mental practices/
and /life worlds/. e pathways to ((access))
((Source Code)) is to ((awaken to Source)), to
evolve to ((I am))...to live ((mindful lives)).
I know this is all highly compressed. But it is of
the highest importance that we get the consen-
sus diagnosis and prescription of our most
revered global teachers. My breakthrough to the
global Code and finding the common ground
across such diverse teachings came through the
intersection of my work in deep logic and ontol-
ogy. e rational tools I gained through logic
(the grammar =code of thought) empowered me
to see that our diverse Code pioneers were indeed
in a common quest, and hAd to be. for the sim-
ple ((truth)) seen through the dilated ((global
lens)) is that ((Source Code)) = ((Infinite first)) =
((Infinite presence)) = ((logoSphere)) is by its
((nature)) inherently ((global)). 
e /thought/ that ((god)) = ((Infinite first)), for
example, is /local/ or /Tribal/ or /Ethnic/ is bizarre.
e ((Infinite Code)) = ((Infinite logos)) must be the
funding source of all possible /words/ and /worlds/
and /narratives/. We can’t push it away or package it
or step outside “it” no matter how hard we try. ((Infi-
nite presence)) presides herenow in every detail, in
every ((grain of sand)), and every grain of ((man)). To
discover and name the “global logos”, the global Infi-
nite Word was a key evolutionary advance. And, for me,
the de-conflation of the two contrasting though inti-
mately related dimensions of the Word (language, Men-
tation, lens power, Meaning, Truth, Knowledge, Experi-
ence, learning, Being human, Community Cultiva-
tion…) through the introduction of the two potent
“dimensional markers”: “/x/” vs “((…/x/…)) was essen-
tial: ((…)) marks out the ((Source Script of presence))
while /…/ brings out the mental-linguistic space and
technology of “/talk about it/”. 
I saw, for example, that the diagnosis of “sin” and “sam-
sara” converged on the same objective human ontologi-
cal condition: both were focusing on the deep split or
severance of everyday life and culture from the fund-
ing Source = e primal Code. I took a bold step and
connected “sin” and “samsara” as different names for
the same onto-logical diagnosis- both were lodged in
/egomental/ patterns that were severed from ((honor
Code)). And East and West concurred that when
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thus severed from ((Source Code))… whether yah-
weh, AuM, Tao, Allah, Brahman, Christ,
logoSophia… we humans suffer individually and
culturally and live dysfunctional lives. And the highest
onto-medial prescription for human flourishing is to
break these debilitating patterns and evolve to awak-
ened rational life in flow with the zone of reality. is
comes with a shift from /script/ to ((Script)). our
“script” encodes our “life” and “consciousness”.
is is where I found it imperative as logician and
ontologist to bring into the open an innovative nota-
tion to help us recognize and remember when we are
lodged within /egomental reason/ and /language pat-
terns/ and when we cross into the ((Code Script)) of the
rationally Awakened life. My simultaneous introduc-
tion of these Code Markers: “/…/” vs “((…))” to bring
to the fore the dimensional shift from /word/ to
((word)), from /code/ to ((code)) is of the utmost
importance in finally seeing the ((global power)) of the
((logos Code)). And this vital notational innovation
ignited a flood of new ((insights)) into the long dor-
mant ((Common ground))… the ((Source Code)) of
our great ((evolutionary pioneers)). And it is evident
how our Teachers insisted that the ((Infinite Word))
cannot be /named/ or rendered within the /script/ of
pre-Awakened mental praxis and literacy. 

T H E M I N I M A L C O N F L A T I O N

O F T H E S E C O N S T R A S T I N G

D I M E N S I O N S O F L I F E A N D W O R D

It became clear in my evolving research over decades
that the endemic conflation of the contrasting
dimensions of /language/ (script, literacy, word-
power, mental practices…) and ((language)) con-
tributed to the chronic failure over millennia to
receive and process the full ((Transformative Code
Medicine)) of our great Teachers. My innovative
notation is meant to de-conflate the contrasting
dimensions between /word/ and ((Word)),
between /code/ and ((code)) between /logos/ and
((logos)), between /self/ and ((Self))… us, the
introduction of these Onto-Cultural Markers is of
supreme importance for our human enterprise.
our Code pioneers were making an all-important
and urgent call to humanity to ((up Script)) from
/word/ to ((Word)), and not to /down-load/ their
((Code Teaching)) to /egomental codes/ and /lan-
guage games/. 
By bringing to the fore the vital shift in a ((Visible
Font)) from /culture/ to ((Culture)), from /scrip-
ture/ to ((Scripture)), from /Buddha/ to ((Bud-
dha))… for example, opened the way for everyday
folks (such as students) to stand back from deeply
entrenched mentation (= thought) patterns and

((see)) as never before the urgent ((Code Call)) of
our evolutionary Awakening Teachers. e millen-
nial conflation of these two dimensional of life and
culture and literacy facilitated and enabled the con-
tinued /default/ mode of the evolutionary domi-
nance and privileging of /Script/ and the displace-
ment of ((Script)). humanity has been stuck in
this default mode of privileging (alleged) self-
sourced /Script/ as the primary and dominant /lit-
eracy regime/ in town. And this is why our evo-
lutionary ((markers)) to expose this fatal fallacy,
calling it out for accountability and making it
impossible for /Script/ to continue the decep-
tion of being /self sourced/ is of highest impor-
tance in allowing the ((Source Medicine)) to
take effect.
is breakthrough explicitation of the ((inter-
dimensional)) shift and contrast between /word/
and ((Word)), /life/ and ((life)), /ethics/ and
((Ethics)), /reason/ and ((reason)), /truth/ and
((Truth)), /meaning/ and ((Meaning)), /scripture/
and ((Scripture)) dilates a long emerging evolution-
ary upgrade (maturation) in our human journey.
We can see across the planet that the pre-Evolved
“conflation” of the /language/ and ((language))
has been a monumental barrier to our rational
health and ontological Well Being. is endemic
“conflation” made it too easy, perhaps inevitable, to
continue to “download” ((Script)) to /script/, the
((Word of god)) to /word of god/. e “default”
script invariably collapsed to “/…((…))…/” – swal-
lowing the ((Source Word)) into the /egomental/ lan-
guage games. When ((Buddha Speaks)) his “speech” is
downloaded into our everyday common sense, familiar
language, our lingua franca: “/…((x))…/”, and the
((Source Code Medicine)) is lost. ((god)) becomes
down-sized to /god/. Instead we have been called by our
((Code)) pioneers to ((cease and desist)) in this pandemic
addiction and called urgently to ((up-Script)) and rise
to ((Code)). And this shift has been seen by our great
Teachers as a ((life)) and /death/ issue. is is why
making the ((dimensional shift)) highly ((visible)) to the
public and ((user friendly)) is of highest importance in
gaining the ((literacy)) of being ((human)). is is why
so much of my creative life has been focused here.
To SuM up: gaining direct ((access)) to the ((Source
Code)) is life and death for us, as our ((Teachers))
have insisted. is shift to ((Source life)) is our matu-
ration as Whole persons… as ((I===ou)) beings…
as ((logoSapiens)) and this is the ((literacy)) of Col-
lective Intelligence. is is the literacy and technology
of deep-dialogue.
once we truly de-conflate the two dimensions of liter-
acy and Intelligence astounding new insights abound.
We can see that “/…/” language development is an
important stage in human evolutionary development.
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is is a vital stage in our evolutionary develop-
ment: to use language to convey /information/ and
use /words/ to describe or represent the /world/ and
build /culture/ is a necessary early stage of rational =
human development. We ArE as we “script”.
is “/…/” stage of evolutionary development is
endemic across the planet in all our cultures. It includes
the mental or consciousness practices, the level of “lens”
development and capacity, the “hermeneutical” or inter-
pretation powers, the stage of “meaning”, language capac-
ity, experience capacity, communication practices, mind
operating processes, etc. All of these go together and are
incorporated into “/…/” language and life development. 
is level of “language” and “mentation” development
is naturally endemic, pandemic across the planet in the
life of the people. It is a generic /language game/ across
cultures and worlds: it is an “equal opportunity” evolu-
tionary pre-((Code)) stage of development, pervasive in
our human condition. Simply put it is the habit of
“talking about” any given “x”. is /informational/ or
/representational/ stage of language, literacy and men-
tation is vital in our early development and survival.
But, as our great ((Code)) teachers have taught, we
humans must evolve (mature, grow) in our rational
Intelligence (language Capacity) and gain direct
access to the ((Source Code)) that funds and makes
it possible to have /words/, /worlds/, and /language/
and /talk about it/. I call this stage of human devel-
opment: /egomental/ or /monocentric/ life. But it
would be a ((fatal mistake)) to remain stuck at this
stage which tends to act and live as if /words/ are
/self-sustaining/ and not always held, supported
and sustained by ((Source field)).
In oThEr ((WordS)): our ((Code)) pioneers saw
clearly that any form of life that, in effect, is
severed (alienated, eclipsed, split…) from
((Source field)) is lodged in dysfunction which
matures into human pathologies and patterns
of violence. And it invariably inhibits our full
maturation as ((persons)) and inhibits ((Well
Being)) and ((human flourishing)).
e ((Code Intelligence)) makes clear that no
/word/, no /human/, no /event/, no /world/, no
/narrative/, no /discipline/, no /language/, no
/culture/… could survive for a moment if sev-
ered from ((Source field of reality)). We cannot
“ego” apart from ((Source Code)), we cannot use
language, have experience, be alive, think, feel,
say “I”, reject ((Source)), deny “god”… whatev-
er… without the continuous direct funding of
((Source field)).
In ((fact)) we “humans” can nEVEr actually sever
funding relations with ((Source field)), BuT we can
create /stories/, we can create /barriers/, /defenses/,

/cave culture spaces/, /religions/, /academies/, /ide-
ologies/, /worldviews/, /institutions/…/political pat-
terns/, /disciplines/… that perpetually displace,
eclipse, cover up ((Source Code reality)) that
holds us, feeds us, funds us and make all these
mythologies and forms of life possible.
is means that /monocentric/ cultures or narra-
tives or lives that act as if /self sourced/ and self-
sustaining are in bad ((faith)). ere is an inherent
ontorational self-deception and cover-up at the
heart of any and all such forms of life. In ((Bibli-
cal)) terms this is the condition of ontological
/sin/ - the self created breach and break and
alienation from ((Source)), and in ((Meditative
Science )) terms this is /samsara/- being caught
on a self perpetuating and inter-generational
karmic cycle of ignorance, delusion, self-decep-
tion, sophistry due to the severance from ((Source
Code reality)) whether ((named)) ((AuM, god,
Brahman, Christ, Allah, Emptiness, logos, Sophia,
Tao, reality, e primal field, presence…)) is
is the heart of what our revered ((Source Code pio-
neers)) saw, diagnosed and addressed with powerful
Code Medicine. 
is, for example, is the essence of what Buddha
discerned in his enlightenment – the source of
human dysfunction and suffering and mal praxis.
is is what ((Jesus)) sacrificed for – taking on our
/sin/ that we may be liberated. is is the essence of
lord Krishna’s ((yoga Technology)): helping /Arju-
na/ see that his life and culture and meaning and
ethics imploded because of this /samsara/ breach. And
((Source Code)) empowers us to see across borders that
the deep onto-diagnostic and /sin/ and /samsara/ are
alternate names for the same medical crisis: ((SinSara)).
Briefly put: Every /x/ is ((x)): We are always already sit-
uated within ((…)) = the ((primal Source field of Infi-
nite presence)). And any and every “word” /x/ gets its
being and voltage from ((…)), from ((x)). us,
((Source Word: logos)) provides the ((voltage)) for any
item whatever, and sources every sign or word:
“/pen/” dilates when Sourced into “((pen))”
/pen/ is a packaged, objectified /entity/ within the
mono-centric language games;
but ((pen))… ((seen and uttered)) within the ((Source
Word zone)) ignites with boundless ((fractal mean-
ing)): this ((pen)) is mightier than the /sword/.
And so with every “word”: monocentric self sourced
/words/ are anemic in ((meaning))
while any such “word” spoken or expressed from the
((Source Semantic field)) ignites with boundless
((meaning)) and ((truth force)).
is, for example, is what descartes discovered
when he left /I/ and entered ((I am)).
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Any /scripture/ magnified and lights up in ((mean-
ing and Source Code power) when processed as
((scripture)). And so on.
is ((Source Code)) dilation and re-location is true
of every “x” in existence.
us, /English/ matures into ((English)) when authen-
tically ((Code Sourced)), and so on.
And here we find a Primal Law: ((Every /x/ is ((X)) )): =
((…/x/…)).
us when we say “/I/”, our Code Teachers recognized,
we cannot avoid ((/I/)).
ThIS IS A MonuMEnTAl dISCloSurE: our evolutionary
journey is from /I/ to ((I am)). is ((I am)) is
((I===ou)) =We are ((dialogue Beings))… and this
is where ((Collective Intelligence)) ignites and mani-
fests. is is where we can reach ((common ground))
and ((consensus)) across /borders/.
is captures and sums up the heart of our diverse ((glob-
al enlightenment)) teaching: our so-called “high Self”:
Source Self, Awakened Self, Evolved Self… is always
already intimately ((close)), and the greatest awakening
journey is to dilate from /I/ to ((I am)). And the classic
pathway to open this maturation space from the artifi-
cially /objectified/ “self” lodged and constituted in its
/ego identity/ is to let go… (stand back, detach, open
deeper source space…) dilate and ignite deeper ((Self
Identity)) is ((Source Code onto-Semantic field)).
is evolutionary journey from /self/ to ((Self)) is the
adventure into ((Awakened rational life)). is is
our ((educational enterprise)).
ThIS IS An ASToundIng “gAME” ChAngEr. e clari-
fication in ((global light)) that the emergent
((Source Code)) is and must be the same
((logos Code)) for our diverse great Teachers,
indeed, of all our worldviews, cultures, scrip-
tures, disciplinary narratives…has astounding
implications for our evolutionary journey, not
to mention our liberal arts enterprise. is
dilation to the ((logos Code)) as the ((Source
Code)) for such diverse pioneers as Moses,
Buddha, Krishna, Socrates, Jesus...makes ((evi-
dent)) the rational Common ground of the
global truth-force of these teachings.
for example, the rational validity of the Code
Teaching of ((Jesus)) is not that he is “Son of
god” and therefore his teachings are universally
valid. It is rather that ((Jesus)) as the ((logos in
the flesh))… as the ((Embodied Christ Code)) =
((…)) is bringing through the ((Source Code)) of
Awakened reason which reveals that we humans
are ((I… ou)) Sacred Beings, not /I…It/ entities
that can be /objectified/. ((persons)) are ((dialogue
Beings)) and when we upScript to this Christ Code
we enter the space of deep dialogue Compassion,

rational Intelligence and Moral life. In this respect
the ((honor Code)) is the ((Source Code)) that our
Moral Teachers were dilating and tapping.
Again, the yoga Technology that lord Krishna is
teaching – the AuM Code – calls upon folks to let
go of the dysfunctional /egomental/ patterns of
life and culture and rise = up((Script)) to the
AuM zone which is the sacred space of ((I
ou)) Moral flow. So ((yoga)) is not /yoga/.
And a moral pioneer such as gandhi…living
this AuM Script and gospel ((Script)) is assisting
humanity in the all-important evolutionary
advance from /ethics/ to ((Ethics)), from /truth/
to ((Truth force)).
And the validity of Buddha’s ((four noble
Truths)) for all humans is not form the author-
ity of “Buddha” as an “Enlightened Teacher”…
but from the objectivity of the ((Source Code))
the ((logos Code)) which is the Moral dharma
(law) of ((I… ou Compassion)). e essence
of Buddha’s breakthrough ((Medicine)) is that
we are not self-sourced /atomic entities/ but lib-
erated persons (beyond /entities/) in ((Buddha
zone)) the ((logoSphere)). So, too, for Socrates
and his quest for the ((logos)) and the 
rational light…
ese are prominent examples. My decades of
research and scholarship takes us through the evolu-
tion of these amazing traditions and great innovative
teachers as this unfolds through the centuries into the
21st Century. once we have access to the missing
((global logos Source Code)) we are able to detect
profound ((patterns)) and key missing ((links)) across
borders as the centuries unfold. for example when we
fast-forward to descartes’ ((Meditations)) we can now
see clearly that when he pressed his “doubt” experiment
to the limit he saw he could call into /doubt/ any
/thought/ or /proposition/ in the prevalent /cultural
mental spaces/. And when he boldly crossed into the ((I
am)) in quest of ultimate “foundations” of rational
life… we can see that he left the /egomental/ culture
space and crossed into the ((logos zone)). his break-
through ((I am)) cannot be down-scripted to /I am/ as
scholars who conflated ((language)) and /language/
invariably did. But a competent ((meditative reading)) of
descartes’ ((Meditations)) makes clear that descartes
was pioneering a dimensional shift into ((Source
Code)), the Source of ((rational light)).

P A R T I I ~  S E V E N S T A G E S O F

D E E P - D I A L O G U E :  B L U E P R I N T O F A N D

F O R C O L L E C T I V E I N T E L L I G E N C E

So let us bring all this down to a very specific and
tangible journey. let us now ((meditate)) together
as we move through classic stages of maturing from
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a life of /monologue/ to an awakened culture of
((dialogue)). ese seven stages are already revealed
in the ((Collective Wisdom)) of our great spiritual
and philosophical teachings.

S T A G E O N E

R A D I C A L E N C O U N T E R I N G O F D I F F E R E N C E

S E L F F A C E S T H E O T H E R

is first encounter comes with a certain shock, with a
realization of an other, a different way of life, a different
worldview, an alien other that resists, interrupts, dis-
rupts my settled patterns of interpretation. With this pri-
mal encounter there is a new realization that my habits
of mind cannot make sense of this other. is radical
encounter with difference, a different world, a different
way of making sense of and experiencing the world is
disconcerting, sometimes threatening, and evokes a vul-
nerability to this alien presence. I have a new sense of
delimitation and I feel challenged to change, to revise
my way of relating to this other. I realize now that my
habit of translating the other into my pattern of
“minding,” of appropriating the other to my world-
view, is dysfunctional. I am forced toward a self-criti-
cal-thinking. So I face a sudden silence, pause, open-
ing, an open horizon of uncertainty and risk. I must
make a decision to move forward, or draw back. 

S T A G E T W O

C R O S S I N G O V E R ,  L E T T I N G G O A N D

E N E T E R I N G T H E W O R L D O F O T H E R

S E L F T R A N S O R M E D T H R O U G H E M P A T H Y

After the initial shock and realization that I now
face an alien world, a worldview very different
from my own, I feel challenged to inquire,
investigate, engage and enter this new world, to
engage in critical-thinking. As I open my Self to
this other I realize that I need to stand back
and distance myself from my former habits
and patterns of minding the world. I begin to
realize that this other world organizes and
processes the world very differently from my
way. I realize that I must learn new habits and
ways of interpreta tion to make sense of this
different world. I must learn a “new lan-
guage.” Indeed, I must translate myself into a
different form of life that sees the world differ-
ently. is involves a bracketing, a setting aside
of my prejudices. I feel a new horizon opening.

S T A G E T H R E E

I N H A B I T I N G A N D E X P E R I E N C I N G T H E

W O R L D O F T H E O T H E R

S E L F T R A N S F O R M E D I N T O T H E O T H E R

I begin to feel a new and deep empathy for my
new habitat; I want to let myself go, free myself to

enter, experiment, learn and grow in this new way
of being, to embrace critical-thinking. I hold on to
my prior views as much as I can, but I do
advance in a conservative fashion. Still, I experi-
ence an excitement in discovering, in inhabiting
a new and different worldview. I have a new
profound realization of an-other, an alternative
reality and form of life. But in the end I realize
this is not my home. But what IS my home? I
experience a deep shift in my lifeworld. Who
am I? What is my true identity? Is this other
part of me? Is my world transforming now?

S T A G E F O U R

C R O S S I N G B A C K W I T H

E X P A N D E D V I S I O N

S E L F R E T U R N S H O M E W I T H N E W

K N O W L E D G E

I now cross back, return, to my own world,
bringing back new knowledge of how to think
and act (critical-thinking), and may even wish to
adopt/adapt some of it for myself. As a result of
this primary Encounter with the world of the
other, I now realize that there are other ways of
understanding reality. I am therefore open to
rethinking how I see myself, others and the world.
I encounter my Self and Culture anew, with a
newly opened mind. My encounter with radical
difference now challenges my former Identity, and
everything begins to appear in a new light. ere
now begins a dramatic deepening of my sense of my
Self, my Identity, my Ethnicity, my life- world, my
religion, my Culture… ere is no return to my for-
mer unilateral way of minding.

S T A G E F I V E

T H E D I A L O G I C A L / C R I T I C A L A W A K E N I N G :
A R A D I C A L M I N D - S H I F T

S E L F I N W A R D L Y T R A N S F O R M E D

As a result of this new encounter with Self, when I cross
back from my deep encounter with an other I begin to
experience a profound shift in all aspects of my world,
in my inner experience, in my encounter with others, in
my relating to the world. I begin to realize that my
encounter with the other has shaken the foundation of
my former worldview, my former identity. for now
that I am mindful of the living reality of other worlds,
other perspectives, I can no longer return to my former
identity and forget this living presence of the other.
Indeed, I now begin to realize that there are many
other worlds, other forms of life, other perspectives
that surround me. I now open to a plurality of other
worlds and perspectives and this irrevocably changes
my sense of Self. I feel transformed to a deeper sense
of relation and connection with my ecology. I feel
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more deeply rooted in this experience of connectivi-
ty and community. I now see that my true identity
is essentially connected with this expansive network
of relations with others. is is the ignition of the
dialogical/Critical Awakening.

S T A G E S I X

T H E G L O B A L A W A K E N I N G :  T H E P A R A D I G M -
S H I F T M A T U R E S

S E L F R E L A T E D T O S E L F ,  O T H E R S ,  T H E W O R L D

In my transformed dialogical/Critical Awakening I dis-
cover a deeper common ground between the multiple
worlds and perspectives that surround me. I have a new
sense that Self and others are inseparably bound togeth-
er in a boundless inter-relational web. I realize that mul-
tiplicity and diversity enriches my Self and my World. I
now see that all worlds are situated in a common ground
of reality and that radical differences are nevertheless sit-
uated in a field of unity. I experience three related
dimensions of global dialogical/Critical Awakening:
A ~ An ever deepening discovery of Self: I become
aware of a deep inner dialogue within my Self. I dis-
cover a rich multiplicity and diversity of perspectives
within my own inner world. In this inner dialogue I
feel increasingly more deeply rooted and grounded
in my world. My Identity is enriched with multi-
plicity and I experience a more potent sense of my
uniqueness as I celebrate my expanded world of
shared relation with others and with the Ecology.
B ~ A dynamic dialogue opens with others in my
Community: As my new inner dialogue and criti-
cal-thinking evolves I find myself in a new and
transformed relation with others who share my
world, my tradition, my religion, my culture.
is new phase of relations with my peers can be
disorienting and disconcerting, for as I now dra-
matically grow in my Identity I find myself in
an estranged distance from many of my peers,
even as I discover a deeper affinity and embrace
of my community, my polis. I face a new turbu-
lence, miscommunication and misunderstand-
ing with my colleagues and a challenging and
dramatic dialogue unfolds in my polis.
C ~ A global Awakening emerges in all aspects
of my life: As this inner and outer dialogue/criti-
cal-thinking matures I realize that my under-
standing of my world enters a new “global” light:
I realize that I am surrounded with many world-
views. I enter a global horizon and a global con-
sciousness in which inter-religious, inter-cultural,
inter-ideological, inter-disciplinary, inter-personal
dialogues abound in all directions. I now have a
new globalized sense of reality, a dialogical domain
in which multiple alternative worlds are situated in
dynamic ever-deepening relations. With this under-
standing comes a new attitude to life and to ethics.

S T A G E S E V E N

P E R S O N A L A N D G L O B A L T R A N S F O R M I N G

O F L I F E A N D B E H A V I O U R

S E L F L I V E S A N D A C T S I N A N E W G L O B A L

D I A L O G I C A L C O N S C I O U S N E S S

As this paradigm-shift in my life matures I realize
that there is a deep change in all aspects of my
life, a new moral consciousness and a new prac-
tice. As my new dialogical/critical consciousness
becomes a habit of life I find that my behaviour
and my disposition to Self and other has blos-
somed. I feel a new sense of communion with
my Self, with others and with the Ecology. I
realize that the deepest care for my Self essen-
tially involves my care for others and for the
environment. I have a deeper sense of belonging
to my world, to my community, and with this a
boundless sense of responsibility in all of my
conduct. I now realize that I am transformed in
the deepest habits of mind and behaviour. I find
a deeper sense of Self-realization and fulfilment
and meaning in my life and my relations with
others and the world around me.

C O N C L U D I N G S U M M A R Y

is has been quite a journey. We suggest that as
we mature individually and collectively through
these seven stages of ((dialogue literacy)) we
mature as persons, as dialogue Beings and flourish
in the technology of ((Collective Intelligence)) across
borders. We cannot truly enter Collective Intelligence
when ledged within the dominant patterns of ego-
mental patterns of language and thought and world
making. Cultures of /monologue/ block and preempt
genuine ((collective intelligence)). is is itself a con-
sensus or collective wisdom of the ages. True ((democ-
racy)), for example, is a call for ((We the people)) to
come together in ((deep dialogue cultures)) where we are
empowered to celebrate wide-ranging ((diversity)) in the
midst of ((connective unity)): E Pluribus Unum. ((We
the people)) cannot blossom within cultures dominated
by patterns of egomental monologue. And our future
turns on our capacity to move individually and collec-
tively, with highest urgency, to mature cultures of deep
dialogue and ((Collective Intelligence)).

8∑8
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